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The National Conference on the State of

Crime and its Prevention was one of a kind of

event hosted by the National Crime Research

Centre in Kenya. On Wednesday 10th, March

2021, the Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of

Interior Dr. Fred Matiang’i accompanied by

government officials in the Governance,

Justice, Law and Order Agencies (GJLOs),

stakeholders from the academia, research

institutions, diplomats and stakeholders from

the crime sector convened at the Kenya School

of Government for the Conference.

The main agenda was to discuss the state of

crime and crime prevention initiatives of the

Government to help bridge the gap between

research and national security policy response

and management. The theme for the confernce

was Tackling the Dangerous Drift Towards

Crime and Violence in Kenya and its

Prevention.

In his speech, Dr. Matiang’i highlighted the

need to build synergies among both State and

non-State actors in the fight against crime.

“Crime is dynamic and there is need for all

stakeholders within the security sector being

at the cutting edge of what happens by

depending more on crime research,

information being collected and real-time data

to be able to secure our society as we move

forward,” Dr. Matiang’i said. 

CS Matiang'i also reinstated that the policing

directorate will not sidestep its responsibility

in the management of crime. He noted that the

Directorate of Criminal Investigations (DCI)

has done more arrests and has been more

successful in breaking cartels especially

contraband moving cartels especially those

dealing with the movement of illegal drugs

than ever before to ensure law is enforced.

(From Left) Mr. Masisi Kiilu, Ms. Jackline Mbogo-Asinuli and Prof. Kennedy Mkutu leading a panel

discussion tackling thematic areas on: Election Crimes and Offences, Intimate Partner Violence and

Countering Terrorism

BY NANCY NABURUKI

NCRC HOLDS NATIONAL STATE OF CRIME
CONFERENCE, 2021



The CS also pointed out that the key challenge

to fighting crime in Kenya is occasioned by

sometimes lenient bail terms in the criminal

justice system and called on the need to relook

the bond and bail terms given to repeat

offenders. 

On elections, the CS noted that Kenya is

heading into its electioneering period and he

implored on every citizen and all government

agencies to play their critical roles in

promoting safety and peaceful coexistence

towards a united country. 

The Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Interior

Dr. Karanja Kibicho lauded the initiative of

bringing all the stakeholders in the security

sector together. Dr. Kibicho observed that

Kenya has made great strides in as far as

security is concerned. He further encouraged

delegates to pay more attention to the

emerging crimes affecting the country and

propose cogent strategies and measures

towards addressing them.

Inspector General of Police, Mr. Hillary

Mutyambai noted that the conference offered a

good environment to share ideas and see how

o manage some of the common and emerging

crimes witnessed today and in future towards

arriving at solutions. 

“Police is not the only agency managing

challenges arising from crime. We play a major

part in the management of crime in terms of

reducing the challenges but other agencies have

critical roles to play in this including the

Judiciary,” said Mr. Mutyambai. 

He further called on the Judiciary to relook

issuance of lenient bail terms to offenders when

paraded before courts for proper management of

the situation. 

Giving remarks on behalf of Ministry of Public

Service, Youth and Gender Affairs Cabinet

Secretary Margaret Kobia, Ms.Beatrice Elachi

highlighted the need to address the issue of

unemployment amongst youth and further relook

ways of dignifying the boda boda sector which

has employed thousands of youths in Kenya.

“Politicians are going to use young people to be

in crime, in violence and therefore we hope and

pray that through the various services of

huduma and the continuing programme of

ensuring that boda boda are in Sacco, that we

shall be able to move together and work together

to bring these young people to understand that

you can be a boda boda but do the duties and

respect the responsibility as a citizen but also as

an employer, “said Ms. Elachi.

Delegates following proceedings during the National State of Crime Conference, 2021



In his remarks, the CEO/Director of National

Crime Research Centre Mr. Gerard Wandera

mentioned that the key objectives of the

conference were pillared on national threats,

trending crimes and violence capturing public

opinion and future outlook of the projected

state of crime as Kenya advances towards the

General elections of 2022. 

Mr. Wandera also reiterated on the

seriousness of home-based violence and noted

that it is projected to increase due to the

situation of parents not raising their families 

 guided by good values."The recently

concluded study commissioned by the

president to NCRC on Protecting the Family

during COVID-19 established that the parents

in Kenya have largely accepted that the

breakdown of family values is almost a blame

of the way they are raising the family," said

Mr. Wandera.

The conference was anchored on four key

thematic areas; The Role of Leadership and

Citizen Responsibility in the Fight Against

Corruption, Hate Speech and Ethnic

Polarization in Kenya's Elections,

Countering Terrorism and Domestic Violence

which was split into two presentations;

Masculinity and Intimate Partner Violence in

Kenya; Hearing the Voices of Men and

Protecting the Family in the Time of

COVID-19.

The one-day conference was organised in line

with issued COVID-19 guidelines by the

Government with limited in person attendance

on venue while a majority followed the

proceedings via NCRC online digital

platforms. 

Other dignitaries present at the Conference

were Dr. Chweya Ludeki, Director General of

The Kenya School of Government, Prof.

Stephen Kiama, Vice Chancellor University of

Nairobi,  Mr. Wycliffe O. Ogallo, CBS

Commissioner General of Prisons Service,

South Korean Ambassador,  and Secretary

Internal Security Mr. Wilson Njega.

Other organisations represented were: Office

of the Chief Justice, The Judiciary, Office of

the Inspector General of Police,  Office of the

Attorney General, Ministry of Interior and Co-

ordination of National Government, Office of

the Director of Public Prosecutions (ODPP),

National Treasury, Directorate of Children's

Department, Public and Private Universities

represented by University of Nairobi, Rongo

University, Technical University of Kenya,

and Riara University, US embassy, Australian

Embassy, United Nations Development

Programme (UNDP) and United Nations

Office of Drugs and Crime (UNODC) among

others.

“Crime is dynamic and there is need for all stakeholders within the security sector
being at the cutting edge of what happens by depending more on crime research,

information being collected and real-time data to be able to secure our society as we
move forward,” 

 
Dr. Fred Matiang’i - Cabinet Secretary Ministry of Interior and Co-ordination of National

Government



Dr. Purity Gitonga of the Ethics and Anti-Corruption

Commission (EACC) presented under sub-theme on

Governance and Leadership in the Context of the

Government Fight Against Corruption In her

presentation, she noted that EACC has established that

67% of Kenyans are hesitant in the fight against

corruption, which has led the Commission to establish

the National Integrity Academy. The Academy's main

goal is to entrench a culture of integrity and create an

ethical and value-driven society that upholds integrity

and rule of law by influencing mindsets, attitudes, and

behavior of the Kenyan and regional citizens.

Mr. Masisi Kiilu of the National Counter-Terrorism

Centre (NCTC) presented under sub-theme Countering

Violent Extremism and Terrorism in Kenya. Mr. Kiilu

in his presentation mentioned that violent extremism

and terrorism are a growing transnational threat in the

Eastern Africa region. He added more youth are being

recruited into violence due to challenges posed by

poverty, unemployment, and political and social

exclusion. He also mentioned that Kenya has developed

Counter-Terrorism (CT) Strategies to detect, deter,

prevent, protect and pursue terrorist activities. 

Prof. Kennedy Mkutu of the United States

International University- Africa (USIU) presented

under sub-theme Masculinity and Intimate Partner

Violence in Kenya: Hearing the Voice of Men revealed

that 77% of men agreed to the statement "media/society

is hard on men" and that "a lot of help is given to women

but not to men." The study amongst other

recommendations suggested that the use of the Nyumba

Kumi initiative and community policing as community-

based interventions should be encouraged for monitoring

and dealing with challenges that arise as a result of

IPV.

Dr. Sellah King'oro of the National Cohesion and

Integration Commission (NCIC) presented under the

sub-theme Pre-election Crimes and Offences in the

Electioneering Period presented on Hate Speech and

Ethnic Polarization in Kenya's Elections. In her

presentation, she underscored the fact that Kenya's

elections, since independence, have been marred with

incidences of violence. Hate speech was singled out as

the key trigger of the violence noting that 62% was

perpetrated using local dialects and coded language. A

key factor mitigating against the fight of the vice is

ethnocentrism. 



Mr. Stephen Muteti of the National Crime Research

Centre (NCRC) presented under sub-theme guided by  a

research study conducted by NCRC  on Protecting the

Family in the Time of COVID-19 Pandemic;

Addressing the Escalating Cases of GBV, Girl Child

Disempowerment and Violation of Children's Rights in

Kenya. The study revealed there is a likelihood of an

increase in family-based crimes, offenses, and violations

partly due to the circumstances posed by the COVID-19

pandemic.It recommended a national agenda and

campaign to 'reclaim the Kenyan Family' organized in a

structured and systematic manner with elected,

appointed and ordained leaders.

REINVENT's Chief of Party Ms. Jackline Mbogo-Asinuli moderating a plenary session during the

Conference. REINVENT sponsored the the conference

Delegates attending the National State of Crime Conference during a photo session



NCRC OFFICIALLY LAUNCHES CRIME
RESEARCH REPORTS
BY NANCY NABURUKI

The National Crime Research Centre (NCRC),

made a stride during the National State of

Crime Conference, 2021 where it launched

three crime research reports Perceptions and

Experiences of Corruption in the Public

Service in Kenya, Masculinity and Intimate

Partner Violence in Kenya: Hearing the

Voices of Men and Protecting the Family in

the Time of Covid-19 Pandemic: Addressing

the Escalating Cases of Gender-based

Violence, Girl Child Disempowerment and

Violation of Children Rights in Kenya.

In his keynote address on Public Corruption in

Kenya: Case of Distinguished Perpetrators

and Unexplained Wealth Accumulation, the

Attorney General of the Republic of Kenya

who is also NCRC's Governing Council

Chairperson, Hon. Justice (RTD) Paul K.

Kariuki mentioned that Kenya is confronted

with a double challenge; "That of disguised

perpetrators of public corruption and the issue

 of dealing with unexplained wealth

accumulation." He noted that corruption has

been a challenge to the country's national

development goals towards realization of

Vision 2030 and the big four agenda.

"According to a 2019 study by the National

Crime Research Centre on perceptions and

experiences of corruption in public service in

Kenya, 9 out of 10 public officials and

members of public perceived corruption is

rampant in the public service and further, that

6 out of 10 have witnessed or experienced

corruption within the three arms of the

government," said the Attorney General.

He also called on all Kenyans to join hands in

defending and protecting the country's public

resources from plunder terming it as a civic

duty and responsibility of every Kenyan. The

AG also pointed out that his office has put in 

 measures to ensure strict enforcement of the

Unexplained Wealth Order framework as a

strategic action towards the fight against

corruption.

(From Left) Mr. Gerard Wandera, CEO of NCRC, Mr. Hillary Mutyambai, IG of NPS, Dr. Karanja Kibicho, PS- State

Department for Interior, Dr. Fred Matiangi, PhD, EGH, CS - Ministry of Interior and Coordination of National

Government and Ms. Beatrice Elachi, CAS - Ministry of Public Service and Gender Affairs.



Speaking on Intimate Partner Violence, the Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Interior Dr. Fred

Matiang’i called on Kenyans to work together towards building our family structures and avert social

crimes. 

"If there's anything the COVID experience has taught us is that our family bond and structures are

weak and need to be worked on," said Dr. Matiang'i. 

He reiterated on the need to build coalition especially with faith based organisations and face the

challenges of the threats to the family as an entity in our society. Dr. Matiang'i added that there is

need to invest more on social-cultural developments towards strengthening our family bonds.

Dr. Linda Musumba, Chairperson of Kenya Institute for Public Policy Research and Analysis (KIPPRA)

giving her views during the Conference

Senior Counsel Caroline Saroni giving the Keynote address on behalf of the Hon. Justice Paul Kihara

Kariuki the Attorney General of the Republic of Kenya



where gender, disability and a need-based

system were put in ploy during the selection

process.

 

Mr. Kipkoros further highlighted that away

from the attachees, the interns were

recruited and deployed to the Centre by the

Public Service Commission (PSC) under the

Public Service Internship Programme

(PSIP) Cohort 3 of 2020/21. The PSIP is

a national government initiative designed to

offer opportunity for university graduates

to acquire and develop valuable technical

and professional skills while gaining work

experience. 

YOUNG RESEARCHERS PROGRAMME ENLIST
47 STUDENT ATTACHEES AND INTERNS
BY NANCY NABURUKI & SANDRA JESSICA

NCRC Attachees and Interns -The interns were recruited and deployed to the Centre by the Public Service Commission

(PSC) under the Public Service Internship Programme(PSIP) while the attachees were recruited competitively by

NCRC.

The Young Researchers Programme (YRP),

a mentorship and experience building

programme for NCRC's young external

research resource persons and students has

trained a pool of 47 interns and attachees

that are now working on contract with

NCRC.

Speaking to the Issue, Head of NCRC's

Human Resource and Development Division

Mr. John Kipkoros confirmed that the

Centre had engaged 8 external resource

interns and a further 39 students on

attachment. The student attachees were

selected from different public and private

universities through a competitive criteria

 



"NCRC interns are normally recruited by

the PSC; this follows a policy issued by the

National Treasury channelling all

government internship funds to the PSIP of

the PSC for the recruitment and placement

exercise, " said Mr. Kipkoros.

Mr. Kipkoros added that the Centre engages

attachees and interns every financial year

not only as a requirement towards meeting

its Performance Contract target, but to also

build their skills as Young Professionals in 

their various fields of study. 

Whilst at the Centre, both teams are

engaged by being appointed with 

 supervisors from the various divisions they

are placed to work under. 

 

Further, to ensure follow-up of the

allocated duties, the interns prepare

quarterly performance appraisal which is

normally submitted to the Public Service

Commission while the attachees fill

logbooks provided by their universities upon

which their assigned supervisors offer

comments and signature. 

Mr. Kipkoros also mentioned that at the end

of their attachment/internship duration, the

Centre issues recommendation letters to the

individuals for future referencing. The

engagement of the interns and student

attachees at the Centre has played a vital

role in enhancing employee capacity due to

the level of understaffing at NCRC.



On the voluminous requests by external

individuals seeking placement at the Centre

as interns and or student attachees, Mr.

Kipkoros mentioned that the Centre is is in

the process of updating its external

resource persons database to ensure

recruitment in future.

Speaking to the student attachees at NCRC,

a majority stated that the COVID-19

pandemic currently experienced world-wide

had adversely impacted on their attachment

placements. This was as as a result of

delays from their respective universities

 

 

occasioned by unexpected closures of 

 learning institutions to mitigate against the

spread of COVID-19. Majority of these

institutions were driven to resume classes

virtually a factor which saw most students

lag behind by a semester a factor which

delayed their attachment placements and

will contribute to a delay in their much

anticipated for graduation dates.

Nevertheless,NCRC has greatly supported a

huge number of the students by making sure

they secured a slot at the Centre.

 

 

Since I began working at NCRC, I

have been able to acquire skills such

as data entry, data processing and

data cleaning which were gained

through training organised by the

Centre's Young Researchers

Programme.

As a legal intern, I have gained a lot

of experience from my working with

the research department, a field I

wasn't so familiar with. Further,

legal department has opened me up

to matters Corporate Gevernance, a

field I had never explored before

guided by the Mwongozo Code of

Conduct. 

Lydia Jelagat 
Intern- Research Department

Richard Mwachuma
Intern- Legal Department

INTERNS/ATTACHEES SPEAK



NCRC has enabled me to transition

my theoretical skills to hand-on

experience in ket ICT matters such as

networking, dealing with servers and

softwares such as Sage Pastel (an

accounting software). I have also

embraced the importance of teamwork

towards problem-solving. 

NCRC instilled in me the value of

teamwork. I was exposed to a good

working environment at the Centre

with very friendly staff. They were

willing to help whenever need arose;

the flexibility with which the Centre

works creates room for one to practice

self-discipline 

Corporate Affairs has opened me up

on report writing, interpersonal

communication, design and article

writing, media relations and good

customer care etiquette. This being a

crime research institution,  I have

further been engaged on  the aspect

of confidentiality in handling NCRC

information through training

organized by the Young Researchers

Programme of NCRC

Frederick Frank Omondi

Attachee- ICT Department

James Obaga

Atachee- Research Department

Sandra Jessica

Intern- Corporate Affairs Department



.

THE CRISIS OF INTIMATE PARTNER
VIOLENCE (IPV)
BY SANDRA JESSICA

Jackeline Nyaguthii knew she had met the

love of her life when she met Stanley. He

showered her with love and gifts which is

every woman’s dream. Nobody would have

guessed the turn of events because of how

in love they both were. But a twist in their

love story was recently narrated to TUKO

by Jackeline.

"When Stano first slapped me 10 years ago,

I chose to forgive him and I convinced

myself that he will not do it again and I

won’t do anything to make him angry at me

so I stayed,’’ Jackeline revealed.

Sadly, the beatings continued over the

years to a point where he would torture her

locking her inside the house as he went to

work. Jackeline was forbidden from talking

and hanging out with her friends and if she

met up with them, she always wore long

and baggy clothes with tons of makeup to 

cover her bruises and wounds.

After a while when things got worse

Jackeline decided to call her mother to

explain open up on her dark world and her

mum, concerned as a parent would be,

advised the victim to separate from Stanley

and return to her home of birth.  In

retrospect, Stanley did not have a problem

separating from Jackeline but he kept close

contact with her even checking on her once

in a while.

Later on, after healing from the trauma

caused by Stanley, Jackeline met Kevin

another man who showered her with love

sweeping her off her feet. They dated and

moved in together to start a new life.

Stanley got news of Jackeline's progress

and he was envious of her. He schemed to

attack her, which he successfully executed

leaving Jackeline badly bruised. 



P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

Like many IPV victims, Jackeline is lucky

to be alive today to narrate her story to

create awareness on the evilness behind

Intimate Partner Violence.

Intimate Partner Violence refers to any

behavior within an intimate relationship

that causes physical, psychological, or

sexual harm to those in a relationship.

Both men and women are victims of IPV.

A recent research by the National Crime

Research Centre revealed that Kenya has

recently witnessed a surge of intimate

partner killings; statistic from the report

reveal that 11 women were killed by a

current or ex-partner in February 2019. In

2019, 44 women and 3 men were killed by

a current or ex-partner. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic and

before the stated alarming statistics, it

was reported that IPV was common and

had been normalized affecting at least 4

out of 10 women in Kenya (Kenya

National Bureau of Statistics, 2014). The

Government of Kenya, civil society

activists, and researchers agree that it is a

pressing human rights, health, and

development issue which needs to be

researched on for policy formulation on

mitigating against it. 

 

 

Physical violence such as slapping,

hitting, kicking, and beating.

Sexual violence such as forced sexual

intercourse and other forms of sexual

coercion.

Emotional abuse such as insults,

belittling,constant humiliation,

intimidation, threats of harm, and threat

to take children away.

Controlling behavior such as monitoring

a person’s movement, isolating them

from family, restricting access to

financial resources, employment,

education, and medical care. 

Gambling

Technology especially social media

Culture

Poverty

Harmful traditional practices e.g. FGM

Power relations between couples

The most common examples of harmful IPV

traits are; 

Factors that lead to IPV include:

 

 A stay at home order issued by governments towards containing the spread of COVID-
19 was a factor which contributed to increased IPV; men and women with violent
partners increasingly found themselves isolated from the people and resources that
would assist them lead lives away from violence experienced at home.

It is stated that violence against women and girls is pervasive yet under-reported. Less
that 40% of women who experience violence report the crimes and or seek help of any
kind.



Gaming as an industry is becoming a force

to reckon with. Many school-going children

especially young men and boys are

crowding the gaming shops, play stations,

either to play computer games or to watch

and cheer up while their colleagues are

playing.

Children are so passionate about gaming,

in the past, this games were preserved for

the youngsters from privileged families.

However, the growth of a new trend –

free-to-play online video games such as

Fortnight and Apex Legends, easy access

to the internet through affordable data

bundles are some of the contributing

factors. 

Cheap phones in the market, free

downloadable software's, emergence of

gaming shops  and as technology converge

toward singularity, the fifth industrial 

revolutions(5iR) is evident with the

establishment of rapid innovations in

information technology that develops

intelligence, telematics, machine-to-

machine (M2M) communication, the

internet of things(IoT),and 5G mobile

technology. 

Today, most of the gaming industry’s

revenue comes from the high demand for

in-game items, which can be purchased.

Innovation of technology and involvement

of local communities in collection of crime

data is transforming conservation of

crime prevention sector. 

More locals Citizens have adopted use of

mobile technologies to record data and

report crimes. Mobile phone is changing

people’s life from being a mere

'technological object' to a key 'social

object' Srivastava, (2005). Fighting 

UNDERSTANDING GAMING
BY VIOLET J KIRUI



crime all over the world continues to pose

great challenge to law enforcement officers

in the recent years (Quarshie, 2014).

Playing computer and video games is a

popular pastime activity for many

adolescents worldwide. However, the

increasing amount of time spent on these

games each day raised fears that this

comes at the expense of school and, over

the long run, impairs academic

achievement. Robust polynomial

regressions combined with specification

curve analyses showed that longer gaming

times predicted worse grades 2 years later. 

These results could be replicated after

controlling for initial grades and reasoning

abilities. In contrast, mathematical and

reading competences were not affected by

gaming times. 

 

Thus, playing computer and video games

can result in a noticeably, though small,

loss of educational returns, but it does not

affect basic competences. (APA PsycInfo

Database Record (c) 2020 APA). The

addictive nature of gaming needs to be

controlled.

Games boost the intelligence quotient (IQ) 

Games boost the intelligence quotient (IQ)

of the children. Skills transfer to

classroom, surgical procedures and

scientific thinking .BOSTON for example,

is a certain types of video games that can

have beneficial effects, improving gamers'

dexterity as well as their ability to

problem-solve–attributes that have proven

useful not only to students but to

surgeons, according to Fordham

University psychologist Fran C. Blumberg,



PhD, and Sabrina S. Ismailer, MSED,

examined 122 fifth-, sixth- and seventh-

graders' problem-solving behavior while

playing a video game that they had never

seen before to show that playing video

games can improve cognitive and perceptual

skills.

Accounting for variations in development

explained by the children's ages and

genders, the team found that high video

game usage was associated with a 1.75

times increase in the odds of high

intellectual functioning. Children who

played a lot of video games were also found

to be 1.88 times more likely to have "high

overall school competence."

 

However, Keyes urged against over-

interpretation of their findings, saying that

"setting limits on screen usage remains an

important components of parental

responsibility as an overall strategy for

student success.''

Its a proposal for each one to do a study on

Young children who play a lot of video

games to determine how likely to have

better intellectual and social skills than

their non-gaming peers, my suggestion.

Conclusion

Mobile phone on the other hand today is an

omnipresent and pervasive tool that has

become so significant for human beings in

their daily life that promotes the freedom of

communication, spreading Memes, Tik Tok,

taking Snapchat and Mobile Apps games

that can be shared on social networking

media. Meet children whether at home, in

public transport, in hospitals, in salon or

anywhere smart phone is accessible to

the.There is need to enforce the betting,

lotteries and gaming act of kenya . cap 131. 

https://www.independent.co.uk/extras/puzzles-and-games/brainteaser-gets-more-correct-answers-from-children-than-adults-a6850701.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/video-games-more-damaging-to-gcse-grades-than-facebook-and-twitter-a6690286.html


THE COST OF ANGER
By Stella Nyarindo

People with understanding, control their

anger; a hot temper shows great

foolishness. (proverbs 14:29. When

someone is angry with you, it is easier to

show anger in return. But before you allow

yourself to get mad, calculate what you’re

going to lose. Calculate the cost of anger.

The Bible is very specific about

uncontrolled anger. (Proverbs 29:22 says,

‘An angry person causes trouble; a person

with a quick temper sins a lot. In Proverbs

14:29 “People with understanding control

their anger; a hot temper shows great

foolishness.”

When you let anger take control, there is a

cost. You are going to cause arguments and

make mistakes. When you lose your

temper, you may lose the colleagues’

respect, the love of your family, your

health, or even your job. Maybe you are 

someone who uses anger to motivate people

to do the right things. Don’t do that since

the payoff is short-lived. In the long run,

anger always produces more anger, more

apathy, and more alienation.

How many kids have become alienated from

a parent because of out-of-control anger?

How many people have been alienated from

a boyfriend, a girlfriend, a husband, a wife

or a friend because somebody lost their

cool? 

Anger destroys relationships faster than

anything else. If you realize there is always

a price for returning anger for anger, you

are less likely to get angry when

somebody’s pushing your buttons. 

Please refer to our reports on “Gender-

Based Violence, Intimate Partner Violence,

even what is trending right now in Kenya.



Families are under siege, a person killing

his own blood and fresh.

This is the cost of anger.

So before you retaliate, ask yourself, ‘Do I

want to make mistakes? Do I want to sin

more? Do I want to cause arguments? Do I

want to act foolishly? Is it all worth it after

all? What reputation would my actions bear

on my image?

Remember Proverbs 14:29 “People with

understanding control their anger; a hot

temper shows great foolishness.” Anger

always comes with a price tag that works

negatively towards the doer. 

Before you retaliate, calculate the cost, then

choose the wise path of controlling your

anger. 

A Prayer for All :

Let’s empress the culture of good working

relations as NCRC colleagues. Let me not

cause you to be angry simply because our

opinions do not tally.

A Prayer for All :

Our Heavenly Father, Thank you Lord this

far you have brought us, to every

challenge, Covid-19, Social or Economical,

your peace surpasses all our

understanding. When anger rises within

us, Lord calm our minds and soothe our

hearts with your gentle words. Fill our

whole life with your perfect peace. May

our personality be shaped by your peace

rather than our frustrations. With your

Holy Spirit in our lives, we can overcome

anger, through Jesus Christ our Lord.

Amen.



R O A D  S A F E T Y  M E A S U R E S

Keep your distance.
Observe a safe trailing distance of two seconds

between your car and the car in front of you.

Buckle up.
Wear your seat belt at all times. It helps you stay protected.

Observe the speed limit.
This makes it easy for you to stop your vehicle when
needed and gives you enough time to react to any
changes on the road.

Follow traffic signals.
Prepare to stop at yellow lights and do a full stop at red
lights.

Never drink and drive.
Drinking alcohol will only impair your driving. Don't operate
a vehicle when you're inebriated.
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